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T h o mas M a i s o nnasse
To u t s e q u i s e v o i t
sous le soleil (Clairière)

Tout ce qui se voit sous le soleil
(Hoshinomura 3), 2016
pigment print on cotton paper
109 x 69 cm

Opening: 5 - 6 November 2016 11h - 18h
Exhibition: 5 November - 10 December 2016
Wednesday - Friday 14h30-18h30
Saturday 11h-17h and by appointment
or online: www.salonvert.ch

From 5 November to 10 December, the Carouge gallery Le Salon Vert will host an exhibition of photography by the French artist Thomas Maisonnasse, who
lives and works in Geneva.
Born in Grenoble in 1976, Thomas Maisonnasse
began his studies in biology and geology at the University of Lyon 1, before turning to art and enrolling at
the Ecole Nationale des Beaux-Arts in Lyon, followed
by the ESBA (today, the HEAD) in Geneva where he
was he was fortunate to take courses from and study
under Carmen Perrin. He currently lives and works
in Geneva, in the artist spaces of the Usine Kugler.
He has exhibited numerous times in Lyon, in Paris,
and in Geneva—recently at the Salle Crosnier (2016),
but he has also presented his work in Kyoto (Zuiunan
Gallery), Japan. He also participates in many of Geneva’s public art projects like the «Trees and Lights»
festival in 2007 or the «Clairière» mural painting which
he accomplished for the city of Carouge in 2016. The
Fonds d’art contemporain of the City of Geneva has
acquired several of his works, in 2013, 2014 and
2016.
At Le Salon Vert, Thomas Maisonnasse will exhibit a
series of black and white photographs as well as a video. Maisonnasse’s work is based upon the observation, linked to the medium of photography itself, and
of the dynamic interplay between shadow and light.
Emerging out from his limited edition large and medium-sized photos are the silhouettes of leafy trees,
a vegetation made stark from the highly contrasted
For more information, please contact the gallery.

processing, so much so that it is sometimes transformed into nearly abstract textures. The interplay of
these textures produces a feeling of strangeness with
respect to these otherwise familiar subjects. The perception of sizes and scale is distorted, creating in one
place what appears to be moss under a microscope
and in another a gigantic explosion of dust. The massive silhouettes are carved out against a very white
sky, seeming like somewhat unnerving immobile
giants, creatures endowed with a slow and powerful interior life. This life is perceptible, tangible, in the
video presented in the exhibition: in this we can study
the slow organic movement of a tree quaking in the
wind. His works may also evoke traditional Japanese
landscapes, in which the shapes of nature are used
to reflect emotional nuances.
www.salonvert.ch
www.thomasmaisonnasse.net

